Thermal boundary conductance is becoming increasingly important in microelectronic
Introduction
The ongoing trend of miniaturization of devices with structures on nanometer length scales has given rise to new challenges in the science and engineering of thermal transport and management. As these length scales continue to decrease, heat transport around active regions in these devices is enhanced/restricted by interfaces between materials and the structures surrounding them. Therefore, the issue of thermal management is becoming more critical in device engineering and reliability ͓1͔, particularly in thermoelectrics ͓2,3͔, thin-film high temperature superconductors ͓4,5͔, vertical cavity surface emitting lasers ͓6͔, and optical data storage media ͓7͔. An ever increasing challenge in the development of these devices is successfully accounting for the temperature drop ⌬T across the interface caused by, for example, the transport properties of the different materials ͓8͔, the presence of gaps and voids in the lattice structure due to nonperfect contacts ͓2͔, or a disordered region of the materials resulting from device fabrication conditions ͓9͔. In any case, this temperature drop is characterized by the thermal boundary conductance h BD which is the conductance per unit area that relates the heat flux across the interface, q BD , to the temperature drop ⌬T across the interface. This is mathematically expressed as q BD = h BD ⌬T.
Background
An understanding of the basic transport mechanisms involved in thermal boundary conductance is critical to the design and engineering of nanostructured devices. The main resistance to interfacial transport in the majority of these devices is phonon scattering between two materials, which has been successfully predicted by various models in limiting cases. Little proposed the acoustic mismatch model ͑AMM͒ to account for the specular scattering of phonons at an interface between two materials at low temperatures ͓10,11͔. The root of the AMM theory is the wave nature of phonon transport. At low temperatures ͑when the dominant phonon wavelength is long͒ and at perfect interfaces, an incident phonon at a boundary of two materials can be treated as a plane wave, and the reflection and transmission probabilities can be analyzed similar to that of photons ͑Snell's law͒ ͓10,11͔. This approach assumes that the phonon is transmitted or reflected at the interface ͑not scattered͒, an assumption that is valid when predicting h BD at low temperatures ͑T Ͻ 7 K͒ and at ideal interfaces where specular scattering is probable ͓9͔. However, this ideal case only represents a very limited population of interfaces in modern devices, which may operate at higher temperatures and have disordered regions near the interface that would induce diffuse scattering. To account for this type of phonon scattering, Swartz and Pohl developed the diffuse mismatch model ͑DMM͒ to predict h BD at more realistic interfaces ͓12͔.
The DMM provides a quick and simple estimation of h BD for an interface between the two materials ͓12͔. To apply the DMM in its simplest form, the following assumptions must be made ͓13͔: ͑1͒ phonons are elastically scattered, i.e., when a phonon from Side 1 with frequency scatters at the interface, it can only emit a phonon into Side 2 with the same frequency ͑for discussions, Side 1 will refer to the softer material with lower phonon velocities and Side 2 will refer to the stiffer material with higher phonon velocities͒; ͑2͒ phonon scattering is completely diffuse, i.e., a scattered phonon has no memory of the mode ͑longitudinal or transverse͒ or direction of the incident phonon; and ͑3͒ the materials on both sides of the interface are elastically isotropic, i.e., the longitudinal and transverse acoustic velocities are constant in all crystallographic directions. This model has been shown to predict conductance across higher temperature interfaces ͑T Ͼ 15 K͒ relatively well ͓9,12͔. However, at much higher temperatures ͑as T approaches T room ͒, the DMM has been shown to either underpredict or overpredict experimental data, depending on the material systems ͓8,13-15͔. The overprediction of the DMM has been associated with multiple elastic scattering events occurring from material mixing around the boundary in materials systems where the Debye temperature, D , of both materials is greater than T room ͓16-19͔. The underprediction of the DMM in material systems where D of one material is less than T room has been attributed to inelastic phonon scattering processes, which is the focus of this paper.
Another model for h BD , the phonon radiation limit ͑PRL͒, provides a quick and simple determination of the maximum conductance for interfacial transport assuming complete elastic scattering ͓20͔. Calculations of the PRL assume that phonons from Side 2 with frequencies below the cutoff frequency of Side 1 transmit completely to Side 1 ͓15͔. The results of the DMM and PRL for Al/ Al 2 O 3 and Pt/ Al 2 O 3 interfaces are shown in Fig. 1 with parameters listed in Table 1 . Since the PRL represents the upper limit of the elastic contribution to thermal transport, it will always predict a higher h BD than the DMM. Notice that the DMM and PRL predict a constant h BD at temperatures approaching D in each material. The insets of Fig. 1 show a close-up of the DMM and PRL calculations for the two material systems over the temperature range used in this study.
In an attempt to investigate the underpredictive trends in h BD of the DMM and PRL, several computational and experimental efforts have been undertaken. In 1993, Stoner and Maris reported h BD at a range of acoustically mismatched interfaces from 50 K to 300 K ͓15,21͔. As expected from the DMM, the measured h BD decreased with an increase in sample mismatch and the change in h BD decreased with temperature. In the sample with the greatest mismatch, Pb/diamond ͑Table 1͒, values of h BD were measured that exceeded the DMM prediction by over an order of magnitude, however, the measured h BD remained fairly constant over the temperature range investigated, which does not agree with the T 3 trend of the DMM at low temperatures. This measurement also significantly exceeded the prediction of the PRL. One possible explanation offered for this relatively large h BD was the occurrence of inelastic scattering-i.e., one or more phonons of frequency 1 on Side 1 were emitting one or more phonons of frequency 2 on Side 2-thereby offering more channels for transport than the DMM and PRL account for, leading to an underestimate of h BD by the DMM and PRL. For the Pb/diamond case, a high frequency diamond phonon could scatter at the interface and emit several low frequency phonons on the Pb side.
Chen et al. recently used molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ simulations to show a linear increase in h BD across a Kr/ Ar nanowire with an increase in temperature from 35 K to 55 K, which they ascribed to anharmonic processes ͓22͔. Kosevich considered the role of inelastic scattering on the phonon transmission probability ͓23͔. With a multiharmonic model, Kosevich was able to show that inelastic scattering makes a greater contribution to h BD than elastic scattering for interfaces with very different vibrational spectra; these calculations, however, were not material specific. Observation of inelastic scattering in specific material systems applicable in microelectronic systems has not been predicted theoretically or computationally, and has been shown experimentally by Lyeo and Cahill only at low temperatures ͑T ഛ T room ͒ ͓24͔. They observed an approximately linear increase in h BD over a temperature range of 80-300 K on carefully prepared Pb and Bi thin films on diamond substrates with a pump-probe thermoreflectance technique. Like Stoner and Maris, Lyeo and Cahill observed h BD that was several times higher than the PRL but with a linear increase with temperature matching the aforementioned simulation results that suggested that multiple-phonon processes ͑inelastic scattering͒ can play a significant role in interface thermal conductance.
The purpose of this study is to examine the temperature dependence of h BD at temperatures around and above D . This research examines the assumption of phonon elastic scattering through measurements of h BD at increased temperatures ͑T Ͼ T room ͒ on a range of interfaces comprised of materials with varying D . Previous MD simulations show evidence of what could be inelastic phonon scattering occurring at the interface due to increased temperature. Stevens et al. observed thermal transport across the interface of two fcc lattice systems with varying degrees of mass and lattice mismatch at temperatures in the classical limit ͓25͔.
In the classical limit ͑for real materials T ӷ D ͒, h BD calculated by either the DMM or PRL is independent of temperature. The only temperature dependent part of both models is in the distribution function, which at temperatures well above the Debye temperature becomes constant. Because these models do not assume any inelastic scattering, the transmission coefficient is independent of temperature at high temperatures. To check the tempera- Transactions of the ASME ture dependence of h BD , Stevens et al. conducted several simulations at a range of temperatures ͓25͔. The simulations were conducted on both highly and lightly mismatched interfaces with Debye temperature ratios of 0.2 and 0.5. A strong linear relationship was observed in the results of the MD calculations and h BD varied by nearly a factor of 4 for both interfaces for the temperature range considered. The strong linear dependence indicated that there is some thermal transport mechanism that is dependent on temperature, which would lead to a larger transmission coefficient. The most likely explanation for this discrepancy is that the DMM and PRL account only for elastic scattering, while MDS accounts for both elastic and inelastic scattering at the interface. The linear temperature dependence indicates a scattering process that is proportional to phonon population, since the phonon population increases linearly with temperature at high temperatures. In the classical limit, at temperatures above the Debye temperature, it appears that inelastic scattering provides the major contribution to the energy transport across the interface, surpassing the contribution of the elastic scattering.
In an effort to experimentally verify the results of the MD calculations, in this paper, the trends in h BD predicted by both the DMM and PRL are compared to experimental data from film/ substrate samples of Cr/ Si, Al/ Al 2 O 3 , Pt/ Al 2 O 3 , and Pt/ AlN over a temperature range of 293-500 K obtained using the transient thermoreflectance ͑TTR͒ technique ͓26͔. By increasing the temperature to levels near and above the Debye temperatures of the metals in these samples, the majority of the film's phonon populations were excited. Assuming elastic scattering, a phonon from the film will scatter at the interface and emit a phonon with the same frequency into the substrate, and a continued increase in temperature above D should not significantly affect h BD since the change in the phonon population in the film is constant. However, results show a continued increase in h BD above the film's D indicating that the change in the substrate phonon population, which is changing at a much faster rate than that of the film in the low D film/high D substrate systems studied in this work, is affecting the h BD via inelastic scattering events: A high frequency phonon in the substrate is scattering at the interface and breaking down into several low frequency phonons in the film.
Experimental Considerations
Samples. Since the goal of this study is to examine the ability of the DMM and PRL ͑with their elastic scattering assumptions͒ to predict h BD at high temperatures, materials systems were chosen to encompass different regimes in which the degree of temperature dependence of h BD as predicted by the DMM would vary. Four materials systems were considered ͑ D film, D film/ substrate ratio ͑͒͒ ͓27͔: Cr/ Si ͑630 K, 0.98͒, Al/ Al 2 O 3 ͑428 K, 0.41͒, Pt/ Al 2 O 3 ͑240 K, 0.23͒, and Pt/ AlN ͑240 K, 0.21͒. These materials systems allow investigation in temperature regimes where various trends in h BD are predicted by DMM and PRL. For example, assuming elastic scattering, some increase in h BD is expected in the Al/ Al 2 O 3 samples over most of the temperature range in this study ͑293-500 K͒ because the phonon population in Al will increase until T Ͼ DគAl . However, in Pt/ Al 2 O 3 , where DគPt Ͻ T room , the increase in h BD should be relatively negligible since the entire Pt phonon population is excited below room temperature. Any increase in h BD when T Ͼ DគPt could be evidence of more high frequency Al 2 O 3 phonons exciting from the elevated temperature, scattering at the interface, and breaking down into two or more lower frequency phonons emitted into the Pt film.
The Cr, Al, and Pt film thicknesses were 50 nm, 75 nm, and 50 nm, respectively, chosen ϳ50% larger than the electron mean free path in these metals to minimize ballistic electron scattering at the boundary and to ensure that the electrons and phonons in the film have completely equilibrated by the time they reach the interface ͓28͔. These thicknesses were also necessary to ensure that viable h BD information can be obtained from the TTR data from our experimental setup ͓8͔. The Cr was deposited on an n-type Ph doped ͑100͒ Si substrate; the Al and Pt films were deposited on factory polished Al 2 O 3 , and an additional Pt film was deposited on factory polished AlN. The metals were deposited on their respective substrates in a multisource, high vacuum thin-film sputter deposition system, a Supersystem III manufactured by the Kurt J. Lesker Company capable of pumping down to 10 −7 Torr. All substrates were ͑ETM͒ spin cleaned with reagent alcohol ͑90.7% ethyl alcohol; 4.8% isopropyl alcohol; 4.5% methyl alcohol; 0.12% water͒, trichloroethylene, and methanol, and then subsequently baked for 5 min at 400 K to remove any residual water that may have formed at the substrate surface as a result of the spin clean. The substrates were subject to a 5 min, 100 W backsputter etch, prior to film deposition, in an effort to remove the majority of the native oxide layer and any additional contaminants.
Experimental Setup. The TTR data were taken with the pumpprobe experimental setup depicted in Fig. 2 . The primary output of the laser system emanates from a Coherent RegA 9000 amplifier operating at a 250 kHz repetition rate with about 4 J / pulse and a 150 fs pulse width at 800 nm. The pulses were split at a 9:1 pump to probe ratio. The pump beam, modulated at 125 kHz, was focused down to a 100 m radius spot size to achieve 10 J m −2 fluence. The probe beam was focused to the middle of the pump beam to achieve a pump to probe fluence ratio of 10:1. The radii of the pump and probe beams were measured with a sweeping knife edge ͓29͔. Although the low repetition rate of the RegA system and the "one shot on-one shot off" modulation rate of the pump beam ensure minimal residual heating between pump pulses, the phase of the signal must still be taken into account. Phase correction was performed by the procedures for signal phase adjustment outlined in the references ͓29͔.
For the longer scans analyzed in this study ͑ϳ1400 ps pumpprobe delay͒, alignment of the pump and probe spots can become an issue ͓8,30͔. To avoid misalignment problems, the probe beam was collimated before the probe delay stage and profiled with a sweeping knife edge at all time delays. In this study, a pump to probe radius ratio of 10:1 was used, and the probe was aligned with the delay stage resulting in less than 1.5 m and 4.0 m drift along the horizontal and vertical axes perpendicular to the surface, respectively. These spot characteristics result in less than 1% error due to misalignment of the beams ͓29͔.
The samples were mounted to a 5 mm thick Al plate attached to a Minco 5419 silicon rubber resistive heater. The samples were mounted on the front of the Al plate with Molykote 44 high temperature vacuum grease to reduce thermal resistance and the sides and back of the aluminum plate/heater were insulated with high temperature millboard insulation. Holes were drilled 1 mm underneath the front surface of the Al plate in four locations surrounding the sample and the temperature of the sample was monitored with Omega Engineering TT-T-20 thermocouple wires with NMP-U-M thermocouple male connectors. For each desired temperature, the Al block was heated and held at constant temperature for ϳ2 h to ensure that the sample/Al block system equilibrated before TTR measurements were taken. Since the thermal resistance between the Al block and the sample is much less than the thermal resistance between the sample surface and the ambient, it was valid to assume that the Al block and sample were at close temperatures. After several measurements at a certain temperature, the heater was turned off and the system returned to room temperature. Room temperature measurements were again taken and these measurements were compared to ensure that the sample was not damaged as a result of the heating. The value of h BD was determined by fitting the TTR data to the thermal model discussed in the next section. Repeatable results were found at all temperatures. The data presented in this paper are the statistical averages of the data at each temperature. Five to seven data sets were taken at each temperature increment. A maximum deviation of 18% from the mean was calculated for the Cr/ Si samples, and less than 10% was determined for the other systems.
Thermal Model. The TTR technique produces some excitation of the metal film followed by a cooling of the film due to the film's thermal connection to the substrate. To simplify data reduction, ideally the temperature response is influenced only by conductance across the interface and not by diffusion within the metal film. If the film is too thick or has a low thermal conductivity, however, then there will be two free parameters ͑film thermal conductivity k f and h BD ͒ when fitting experimental data to a thermal model. To avoid this situation, the Biot number, Bi, for the interface should be significantly less than 1 ͑typically less than 0.1͒ so that the film can be treated as a lumped thermal capacitance ͓31͔. Therefore, the film thickness should be restricted to
where d is the film thickness. A more detailed analysis of this assumption for each sample using values measured for h BD will be presented later. Assuming the metal film can be treated as a lumped capacitance ͑i.e., Eq. ͑1͒ holds͒, the thermal model for the film and substrate system is
where T f is the temperature of the film that is measured using the TTR technique, T s is the substrate temperature and is a function of time and space, and , C f , and ␣ s are the film density, film specific heat, and substrate diffusivity, respectively. Radiative and convective losses at the front of the film surface are negligible compared to a typical interface conductance of 10 6 -10 8 W m −2 K −1 and are therefore neglected. The temperatures in Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ can be nondimensionalized by
where T 0 is the temperature of the film and substrate immediately before excitation and T f ͑0͒ is the temperature of the film immediately after excitation. Therefore, the thermal model can be expressed as
subject to the following initial conditions:
and the following boundary conditions:
The semi-infinite assumption made in Eq. ͑10͒ is reasonable for the time scale of interest, ϳ1.5 ns. The thermal penetration depth for most substrates at this time scale is ͑␣ s t͒ 1/2 Ͻ 1 m, which is significantly smaller than the thickness of the substrates used in this study.
Equations ͑5͒ and ͑6͒ subject to Eqs. ͑7͒-͑10͒ were numerically solved using the Crank-Nicolson method, which has only a second order truncation error in both time and space. The thermal boundary conductance was determined by fitting the TTR data to the model using the material constants listed in Table 2 . The models fit to Al/ Al 2 O 3 and Pt/ Al 2 O 3 TTR data taken at room and elevated temperatures are shown in Fig. 3 . General assumptions and fitting sensitivity of this model are discussed in detail in the Transactions of the ASME references ͓8,15͔. Note that the high temperature data, which have a higher h BD than the low temperature data, show a greater curvature in the exponential decay. In addition, note that the trends in the early part of the data do not match the trends predicted by the thermal model. This occurs in the first 30 ps after laser heating in the Al sample and 70 ps after laser heating in the Pt sample. This deviation is most likely due to thermal diffusion occurring in the film, which is not taken into account in the lumped capacitance thermal model. After this time, the primary source of energy transfer is thermal boundary conductance, and the model and the data agree well. The order of this diffusion time observed in the TTR data in Fig. 3 is in close agreement with diffusion time constants calculated in Table 3 . Specifics of diffusion time constant calculations and further analysis are presented in a later section. With the ultrashort laser pulses used in the TTR measurements, an electron-phonon nonequilibrium is induced in the early part of the TTR data. Using the two temperature model ͑TTM͒ to predict the electron-phonon thermalization time with the 10 J m −2 incident fluence ͓32-34͔, the thermalization time in all the metal films is less than 5.0 ps. Therefore, it is expected that a fast transient spike in the early part of the TTR response due to the electronphonon nonequilibrium would not affect determining h BD ͓35͔. The result of this nonequilibrium period is a slight rise in lattice temperature due to hot electrons transferring energy to the lattice. Using the TTM with insulated boundary conditions, the predicted lattice temperature rise after electron-phonon equilibration and minimization in the spatial temperature gradient in the film is less than 10 K. Therefore, it should be noted that the actual temperatures of the interfaces could be slightly higher than the prescribed values in the experimental results due to lattice heating.
Experimental Results
The thermal boundary conductances measured from the TTR data are plotted against temperature for the four material systems studied in Figs. 4-7. The line fit to the data depicts the linearity of the relationship between temperature and h BD observed in the experiments. The slope of this line, , is also presented in these figures along with the Debye temperatures of the materials. In addition, the calculations for the DMM and PRL in these systems are included in these graphs. Figure 4 presents h BD across the Cr/ Si interface. In the Cr/ Si system, a nearly linear increase of h BD is observed over the temperature range from 293 K to 460 K. Since the highest temperature investigated is less than the D of both the film and substrate, an increase in h BD is expected. However, an 80% increase in h BD occurs over this range, where the DMM and PRL only predict a 15% nonlinear increase that decreases with increasing temperature. The linear temperature dependence may indicate a scattering process that is proportional to Table 2 Thermophysical properties used in determining h BD from Eqs. "5…-"10… "values listed are at room temperature "T room = 293 K…. Note the film thermal conductivity is not needed for the lumped capacitance analysis, but is needed for thermal diffusion time approximations. Higher temperature values that were used can be found in the references †31,36,43-45 ‡…. for reasons that will be discussed later in this paper. The TTR data were phase fixed †29 ‡ and normalized at the peak reflectance to make clear the differences in the exponential cooling profiles at the different temperatures. increased inelastic scattering events beyond the assumption of single elastic collisions. The change in phonon population with temperature close to and above the Debye temperature is constant, which leads to the temperature independent h BD predictions of the DMM and PRL. However, Cr and Si are very well acoustically matched samples and the deviation associated with measurement repeatability is the largest of any of the samples examined in this work. Although the linear trend with temperature suggests inelastic scattering, there are other transport mechanisms that could also explain the data, which will be discussed in the next section. Since the change in phonon population is constant with temperatures above and around D , in highly mismatched systems, a continued linear increase of h BD is not expected when the temperature is driven higher than the lower D of the film/substrate material system. With this in mind, Fig. 5 shows the measured h BD across the Al/ Al 2 O 3 interface. In addition to data measured in this study ͑293 K Ͻ T Ͻ 500 K͒, low temperature data from Stoner and Maris are included ͓15͔. The linear fit included the data from this study and Stoner and Maris data from 150 K to room temperature. At 150 K, h BD appears to lose its T 3 dependence. Over the temperature range in this study, the experimental data increase by almost 100%, where the DMM only predicts a 10% increase. In addition, the data above the D of Al continue to linearly increase over a 50 K temperature increase. The linear increase above D of Al suggests that multiple-phonon processes may be occurring between single high frequency phonons in the Al 2 O 3 and several low frequency phonons in Al. As the temperature was driven above D of Al, the entire phonon population in Al was excited. However, the linear increase of Al 2 O 3 phonon population continues and therefore, the increase in h BD above D of Al suggests that h BD is dominated by inelastic scattering. The continued linear trend observed from the data from Stoner and Maris to the high temperature data even above D of Al indicates that there is a smooth transition between regimes where h BD is dominated by elastic and inelastic scattering.
To examine the regime where inelastic scattering would dominate ͑i.e., temperatures above the Debye temperature of only one of the materials, so that the entire phonon population of one material is excited but not the other͒, the highly mismatched Pt/ Al 2 O 3 system was studied. Lyeo and Cahill studied this regime at low temperatures ͑T Ͻ T room ͒ with Pb and Bi on diamond ͓24͔. The Al/ Al 2 O 3 system gives hints toward multiple-phonon processes with the data 50 K above D . However, due to the less than room temperature D of Pt, the highly mismatched Pt/ Al 2 O 3 shows promising data that further support the findings of inelastic scattering processes in high temperature regimes. Figure 6 shows h BD versus temperature TTR results for Pt/ Al 2 O 3 . The temperature of this interface was increased to over twice D of Pt. Over the investigated temperature range, h BD almost doubles, which is a similar result to the MD calculations that model elastic and inelastic scattering ͓25͔.
Similar behavior was observed in the Pt/ AlN system over the same temperature range, as seen in Fig. 7 . A nearly linear increase in h BD is observed over the temperature range with values approaching the PRL at high temperatures. Aluminum nitride and sapphire have very similar Debye temperatures ͑Table 1͒ so similarities in h BD values and temperature trends are expected. The discrepancies in the measured h BD between these two samples could be due to differences in the physical properties of the boundary or slightly different densities of states not accounted for in the Debye model.
Analysis
The thermal model used to determine h BD from the TTR data ͑Eqs. ͑5͒-͑10͒͒ involves a lumped capacitance assumption in which minimal thermal diffusion is assumed through the film as compared to across the film/substrate interface. Therefore, this model must be scaled to the experimental data at times when the thermal gradient through the film is approximately zero. To estimate this scaling time, the film's thermal diffusion time is approximated from the Fourier number as f = d 2 / ␣ f ͓36͔. The thermal diffusion times for the films examined in this study are presented in Table 3 . These values are calculated with the temperature dependent thermophysical properties of the corresponding bulk material. Since the thicknesses of the samples were chosen to be larger than the mean free path, minimal reduction in thermal conductivity is expected due to size effects ͓37͔. However, to ensure that the model is fit to the data at times when the thermal gradient in the film is minimal, the thermal model was scaled to the TTR data 200 ps after the peak ͑as shown in Fig. 3͒ , ensuring that even in the unlikely event of a reduction in k f due to film thickness or quality, the lumped capacitance model can still be correctly applied.
The thermal model is scaled at 200 ps and the thermal model is fit to the 1400 ps of TTR data to extract h BD . In order to check that 1400 ps pump-probe delay is enough time to accurately determine h BD for these samples, the interfacial time constant is estimated as BD = C f d / h BD ͓15͔. Table 4 lists BD for the samples examined in this study using h BD determined from the experiments. The interfacial time constant is less than the 1400 ps TTR scan time for all cases, although it is approaching 1400 ps in the Cr and Pt samples at 293 K. Since this calculation of BD is based on bulk properties and is just an estimate, more h BD information could have been extracted from the TTR data with a longer probe delay. This could have lead to measured values of h BD being slightly off around room temperature. However, the room temperature Cr/ Si data in this study agree well with previously reported values of h BD on a 50 nm Cr/ Si sample subjected to the same deposition conditions as used here and using the same apparatus and same thermal model, but with the data scaled at an earlier time ͓17͔. However, these data are slightly lower than that measured on a 30 nm Cr/ Si sample ͓8͔. This 30 nm Cr/ Si sample was fabricated differently, however, and fabrication has been shown to cause deviation in h BD ͓17͔. The thermal boundary conductances measured on Pt/ Al 2 O 3 and Pt/ AlN are very close at room temperature ͑and at all temperatures, for that matter, as previously discussed͒. Even though Al 2 O 3 and AlN have vastly different thermal properties, a similar h BD is expected due to the similar acoustic properties of these materials, giving more confidence in the resolution of h BD of these samples.
This brings up an important point about the thermal properties used in the model to extract h BD from the TTR data. In this study, bulk properties were used in the analysis. Of specific concern is a reduction in the substrate conductivity due to manufacturing conditions, which could lead to a transient rise in substrate temperature near the interface. When there is a negligible rise in T s near the interface, the thermal model is weakly dependent on the thermal conductivity of the substrate. However, this dependence increases if the rise in T s cannot be neglected, which could potentially be a problem in sapphire, which has a relatively low conductivity, leading to a nonexponential decay in the TTR data. The exponential decay in the Pt/ Al 2 O 3 data shown in Fig. 3 in addition to the similar values for h BD measured on the Pt/ Al 2 O 3 and Pt/ AlN samples elucidates the suitability of the values for the thermal properties used in this study.
Although this study has focused on resolving inelastic scattering processes, other scattering phenomena could be participating in h BD that could influence these results. This is apparent by comparing the predictions of the DMM and PRL to the measured values of h BD ; at any given temperature in this study, the DMM and PRL calculations vary by an order of magnitude between the samples while the measured data are all within a factor of 2 of each other. In acoustically well matched material systems, such as Cr and Si, the DMM has been shown to overpredict experimental data when electron-phonon scattering processes occurring near the interface are not taken into account ͓38͔. This scattering process would cause h BD to begin approaching a constant value at lower temperatures. Although this scattering process could explain the overestimation of the h BD by the DMM and PRL for the Cr/ Si interface in this study, the linear increase in h BD with temperature observed in Fig. 4 would result from inelastic scattering.
Disorder and mixing around the interface of two materials could lead to multiple-phonon scattering events, which could also influence h BD measurements. These multiple scattering events increase in occurrence with a decrease in phonon mean free path ͑increase in temperature͒ ͓18,19͔. Depending on the type of scattering event, different changes in h BD are expected. Multiple elastic scattering events increase h BD in acoustically mismatched samples but decrease h BD in acoustically matched samples ͓12͔.
Assuming an increase in these scattering events with temperature, the Cr/ Si h BD would suffer a reduction, while the data in Fig. 4 show an increase, strengthening the conclusion of inelastic scattering. In more heavily mismatched samples ͑Al/ Al 2 O 3 , Pt/ Al 2 O 3 , Pt/ AlN͒, these multiple elastic scattering events could be contributing in part to the increase in h BD observed over the temperature range. However, MD simulations show this same linear trend at perfect interfaces, which has been attributed to inelastic scattering ͓25͔, further supporting the observation of inelastic scattering participating in h BD at high temperatures ͑T Ͼ D ͒.
The experimental data in this study are compared to the DMM and PRL models, which were calculated assuming a Debye density of states. The Debye density of states provides a quick and simple calculation of the DMM and PRL; however, several studies have shown that using a more realistic density of states could significantly change the resulting calculations ͓39-42͔. Recent calculations by Reddy et al. of metal films on semiconductor substrates use the Born von-Karmen model ͑BKM͒ to calculate an exact phonon dispersion in the DMM ͓41͔. The more accurate density of states predicted a higher density at lower frequencies and a lower density at higher frequencies as compared to the Debye calculations. This resulted in higher values for the DMM at low temperatures and lower values for the DMM at higher temperatures ͑i.e., temperatures of interest in this study͒. With this in mind, the DMM and PRL calculations would decrease from the current results presented in Figs. 4-7. The trend in these calculations ͑i.e., change in h BD with temperature becomes negligible at temperatures approaching D ͒ also changes with the BKM calculation ͓41͔. With this more realistic density of states, the change in h BD with temperature becomes negligible at much lower temperatures. Applying this conceptual shift to the DMM and PRL data results in an even more drastic difference between the experimental data and the trends in the models assuming only elastic phonon collisions presented in Figs. 4-7. This indicates that inelastic scattering events participating in h BD at higher temperatures are being observed in the experimental data.
The slopes of the linear fit of h BD versus temperature exhibit an interesting trait among the different samples. The slopes of the linear trends ͑͒ as a function of film/substrate Debye temperature ratio ͑͒ are shown in Fig. 8 for the Pt data from this study, the Pb/diamond and Bi/diamond data from Lyeo and Cahill ͓24͔, and the Au/diamond data from Stoner and Maris ͓15͔. The linear fit to these data is also shown in this figure ͑ = ͑1.10 MW m −2 K −2 ͒͒. These specific film/substrate systems are of interest because the majority of the thermal boundary conductances determined in these studies were measured at temperatures above the Debye temperature of the film; therefore, the slopes are representative of the influence of inelastic scattering on h BD . Only the Au/diamond data above 150 K were used for the linear fit to ensure that the reported for Au/diamond can accurately represent the influence of multiple-phonon processes. The data show an increasing with increasing , indicating that inelastic processes participating in h BD become more temperature dependent with an increase in acoustic similarity between materials. In samples with greater mismatch ͑smaller ͒, there exist substrate phonons with much higher frequencies than film phonons, which would have to break down several times to emit phonons with frequencies available in the film's population into the film. However, when the materials become acoustically similar ͑larger ͒, the decomposition cascade of the substrate phonons is much less severe. Figure 8 indicates that as the film and substrate increase in acoustic similarity, phonon decomposition could be happening more readily. This begins to elucidate the role of inelastic phonon scattering in thermal boundary conductance.
Conclusions
Traditional models for h BD ͑DMM and PRL͒ predict thermal boundary conductance at low temperatures ͑T Ӷ T room , D ͒ relatively well, but at temperatures closer to device operating temperatures these models fail to account for inelastic phonon scattering processes, which can contribute to interface conductance. Previous MD calculations showed strong evidence of inelastic phonon scattering at interfaces at elevated temperatures ͓25͔. To test the effect of these inelastic processes, TTR experiments were performed at elevated temperatures ͑T Ͼ T room ͒. The TTR experiments measured the h BD at elevated temperatures on different samples with varying acoustic mismatch. At the temperatures in this study, h BD is assumed to be relatively constant by traditional models considering only elastic scattering. At temperatures around and above the Debye temperature of the metal films, the thermal boundary conductance was shown to increase linearly with temperature, similar to previous MD calculations that take into account inelastic phonon scattering, indicating that multiple-phonon processes are contributing to interfacial transport at high temperatures. Fig. 8 The slopes of the linear trends "… as a function of film/ substrate Debye temperature ratio "… are shown for the Pt data from this study, the Pb/diamond and Bi/diamond data from Lyeo and Cahill †24 ‡, and the Au/diamond data from Stoner and Maris †15 ‡. The linear trends were determined from h BD data measured above the various samples' Debye temperatures to make sure that these slopes represented regimes where inelastic scattering was contributing to h BD . The linear fit to these points is depicted by the solid line. It is apparent that the two materials become acoustically similar "increasing …, and inelastic scattering becomes increasingly temperature dependent.
